Real-time simulation of fur is a key element in many virtual reality applications. However, it is still difficult to simulate effects of fur animation in real-time. In this paper, we propose an interactive fur simulation method, to calculate effects of external forces, such as wind and gravity, and direct manipulation for real-time interactive animation. The proposed method consists of two layered textures for rendering. The first texture represents volumes of fur, and the second texture covers and laps the edge of the first texture. Our approach unifies these two structures using a shared vertex array to enhance rendering performance. We modify the shared vertex array with external force simulations and render it into the graphics pipeline. The proposed method is applied to virtual fashion design and 3D story telling as an example.
Introduction
Various computer graphic technologies, such as texture mapping, lighting, and animation techniques are utilized to visualize tiny mammalian hair. Fur rendering algorithms can deal with bunches of long hair and millions of small hairs altogether. [1] [2] [3] [4] These rendering methods can be adopted in various real-time applications. For example, in a virtual try-on system, users can easily have indirect experience of wearing fur clothes before their purchase. 5 This requires real-time simulation and animation of user interactions, such as touch and effects of wind. Existing fur rendering algorithms mostly focus on rendering static states of fur. 4, 6, 7 However, it is still a challenging issue to simulate a fur with external forces caused by wind and touch in real-time. Dave et al. utilized high quality polygons with mass spring structures for realistic animation of fur to animate the results of physical dynamic simulation. Although the simulation result is promising, it still requires high performance computing power.
In this paper, we propose a real-time simulation method that combines two layers of real-time representation for rendering: volume and lapping textures of edges. They are unified into a shared vertex array. This is simulated for the real-time animation. Each layer is based on the Shell and Fin method. 4 The main contribution of this paper is on the unified structure for simulation. We also propose a systematic modeling method to generate realistic animation based on the proposed structure. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present related work on fur rendering. In Section 3, an overview of the proposed methods is presented. We describe the system architectures and the implementation details in Section 5. We apply the proposed methods to real world scenarios in Section 8. We discuss results and experiments in Section 9. We conclude the paper in Section 10.
Related Work Fur Rendering
Several research streams visualize realistic fur characters in movies in the computer animation industry. They proposed complex equations, polygon-based simulations, and volume texture techniques. 1, 2, 8 However, much time and memory is required to represent the fur of virtual characters realistically.
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Fur Animation
In addition to the visualization of realistic static fur, it is also important to animate fur, as it increases the level of believability in a virtual environment. We can classify previous research into long and short fur animation according to the fur length.
The animation of long fur is similar to hair simulation in humans. Since the method proposed by Ward et al., 9 the rendering method for hair with different styles 3 and simulation method for animation 2 have been proposed.
Those methods were applied to the natural fur animation of animals. 8 Research on short fur animation focused on animating tiny hairs of mammals or plants. Bakay et al. 10 proposed a GPU-accelerated fur rendering algorithm to simulate lawn in real-time. Bruderlin 11 devised a scheme to generate the animation of wet and broken-up animal fur. However, the animation of natural fur simulation usually takes long time. It is still hard to show interactive simulation of fur in real time.
Shell and Fin Structures 4
We need to provide an efficient structure to represent complex fur appearance to animate fur in real time. Many methods give optical illusion through lapping several textures to reduce the calculation time and memory space, 4, [6] [7] [8] 12 with respect to treating each strand as polygons. We adopt Shell and Fin structures of Lengyel's work to enable real-time animation of fur. 4 Shell is a structure to visualize the volume of fur. It consists of several lapped textures with controlled opacity. A fin structure is utilized to fill gaps among lapped textures.
A Fin represents the vertical information that cannot be represented by the Shell structures. Fin not only fills holes in the Shell structures, but also represents additional features to make plentiful fur. Furthermore, Fin provides more precise representation of fur, because its size is small and used for detailed representation.
Yang et al. proposed an enhanced algorithm based on Lengyel's research. His algorithm dynamically handles the number of Shell layers, using angles between the viewpoint and the plane of the Shell Structures. 7 However, the Shell layers require a large amount of memory, and it is difficult to edit complex fur in the hierarchical layers. In addition, with the separation of Fin and Shell structure, it is not easy to animate fur with respect to external forces, such as gravity or wind.
Proposed Approach Unified Fin and Shell Structure
Most existing research on real-time fur rendering methods use Shell and Fin architectures. 4, 7 However, it is hard to synchronize two different structures in interactive simulation and rendering. It is also difficult to represent natural curvatures of fur on the simulation in separate Fin structures. We propose a unified data structure of both Fin and Shell structures to solve these problems. By the unification, it is possible to reduce the number of vertices using shared vertex information and to represent a more natural simulation of Fin, because Fins can utilize the Shell data in a shared architecture (as shown in Figure 1A ).
Previous research used two Fin faces with static textures. 4 The result only shows static states of Fin, which looks like a line, as shown in Figure 1B . Our proposed system provides more natural representations of curvatures than the previous approach (as shown in Figure 1C ). As the complexity of 3D fur models increases, so does the number of polygons and size of textures for fur. Therefore, we reduce the quality of images to obtain reasonable performance for rendering fur of various 3D models in real-time. This section illustrates the modeling and rendering mechanism for this unified structure.
Fur Modeling Generation of Unified Fin and Shell mesh
The proposed system creates the mesh data of Shell and Fin based on a base mesh. We use the following algorithm to generate the shared vertices of fur with Shell and Fin structure. In the algorithm, NV is an array of shared vertices, in the unified structure. It stores positions of all vertices in Shell layers and Fins. A vertex NV ij is located in its defined distance D ij from the base mesh and direction vector BN j from BV j , a vertex on the base mesh. We also can create several layers of shared vertices, as shown in Figure 2A .
Step 1: Set a target Shell layer S i , a target layer to create the shared vertex.
Step 2: Get a current base mesh vertex BV j and normal BN j .
Step 3: Get a Shell layer distance D ij between the base mesh vertex BV j and the target Shell layer S i .
Step 4: Create new shared vertices NV ij , located in the new defined position, heading towards BN j with D ij distance.
Step 5: Iterate the above steps to create new shared vertices NV ij from all base meshes (1 to j).
Step 6: Iterate the above steps to create new shared vertices NV ij among all Shell layers (1 to i).
After the generation of the shared vertices, the proposed system creates faces of Fins and Shells that are connected through the shared vertices (as shown in Figure 2A ). In the process of creating Shell faces, the system recreates the same number of faces in the base mesh (as shown in Figure 2B 
Shell Creation
After the creation of Shell and Fin faces, a texture is generated to represent the shape of furs on Shells. The proposed method creates random Shell textures using a seed value.
The seed value is initialized by a threshold and random values. We utilize the seed value as a growing vector to represent the random direction of each fur strand. Figure 3 shows that seed values determine the directions of growing vectors. The seed value is converted to vector positions to create a texture of Shell layers. We arrange the Shell layers to represent three-dimensional positions of fur information. Using this process, it is possible to generate random fur shapes on Shell textures.
In addition, the proposed system can be customized, as it allows a user to manipulate different fur patterns during the creation process.
Modelling Fur Patterns
The proposed system supports various configurations of fur patterns to realize natural representation of different fur styles.
We can create random directions of fur strands by changing positions of Shell and Fin vertices. That is, by modifying the normal vector of the base mesh (N j in the algorithm) we can have all normal vectors (as shown in Figure 4A -C, we can get different positions of textures and various directions of fur strands by changing directions).
If an artist requests the use of a special pattern, we can configure a desired texture pattern before the creation of a Shell texture (as shown in Figure 5 ). The given input texture is applied to generate the seed value for a random vector for texture generation.
If a fur strand has several irregularities of colors (e.g., different colors between the start and end of a strand), a color height map is used for natural fur representation (as shown in Figure 6 ).
Another feature of the proposed system is that it can provide various styles of fur strands, as shown in Figure D -F. We can also get different fur thicknesses and densities by resizing the input texture. Simulation Figure 7 illustrates the overall procedure of the proposed fur rendering system. In the pre-processing stage, the system creates a unified architecture of both Shell and Fin textures from 3D models and texture resources. After the pre-processing step, the unified data is simulated with external forces, such as gravity and natural wind, and the simulation result is passed to the animation stage. The system animates the simulated data using linear interpolation. The animation requires two steps. First, the system updates the positions of vertices based on the animation data. Second, the system renders the updated vertices. The rendering performance could be accelerated by algorithms using GPU.
We perform physical simulations with the interpolation of relevant data for fur animation. We consider three possible force sources for the physical simulations: gravity, wind, and touch.
Internal Force Simulation
The internal force simulation, such as the effect of gravity, on fur enhances the level of believability in a virtual environment. While fur strands initially head towards their original direction without gravity, gravity should pull them down to the ground, as if they are in the real world.
We can simulate the gravity effect by applying a simple Equation (1) to every shell layer vertex. RN is the number of unvisited vertices in a strand and changes to 1 from Figure 8B to C. It can be seen as a weighting factor of curving with the gravity vector V2. V is the growing vector, and stability is a variable that relates to the inertia of the original shape (as shown in Figure 8 ). When the rotation angle of the current node is calculated, as shown in Figure 8B , the proposed system calculates each rotation angle of the remaining nodes using these variables. After the calculation, the positions of the remaining nodes are changed with the rotation angle, as shown in Figure 8C , where the rotation axis is given as the cross product between V and V2. The Equation is applied first to the Shell layer near to the base mesh (as shown in Figure 8B ) and then to the vertices in the distant Shell layers.
This procedure continues to other vertices in the Shell layer following the previous vertex (as shown in Figure 8C ).
External Force Simulation
We create a force field, which stores a force per vertex in a base mesh, to enable real-time simulation of various external forces. A force vector of each vertex in the force field affects and changes the positions of neighboring vertices of the Shell and Fin.
Each vertex simulates a rotation angle and a rotation axis using the inner and cross products between a force vector and a growing vector.
We allocate the initial wind force vector at each point of the force field to simulate the wind. We can also add a small random value to the original vector to visualize shaking fur.
The proposed system allows a user to pat the fur by controlling vector values at some parts of the force field. When a user touches part of the fur, the system calculates the 3D positions of the input. The method calculates an interaction vector using these two positions, and changes the vectors of the selected area in the force field. When a user takes his/her hand away from fur, the original values of the force field are restored.
The positions of vertices in successive frames are computed by linear interpolation of simulated results instead of simulating it for each iteration to reduce the calculation cost.
Applications
In this section, we explain the implementation of the proposed approach from the fur modeling to the realtime animation procedure in exemplar applications. 
Fur Modeling
First, we separate target meshes to add fur from an entire model. During the modeling process, we need to modify the texture map or the normal vector. The next step is to determine the direction of hair. We can use two methods to decide the hair direction. First, we can give random vectors for the Shell texture data, as described in the previous section. Second, we can use a normal vector of the base mesh to change the direction of original fur strands. The directions of fur strands can be enhanced further by artists or a randomized calculation. Figure 9 shows the randomized case followed by customizing some normal vectors.
Then, we control the thickness of a fur strand by changing the size of the Shell texture or modifying the texture image to a thinner size. After this operation, the fur strands become thinner (as shown in Figure 10A ). We applied a values to the root parts of the Shell layer texture using a blur method, which can present different thicknesses between the root and the fur end (as shown in Figure 10B ).
There are three different options to color fur strands; a texture for the entire surface, a single color for every strand, and a color height map. 
Applications of Real-time Fur Simulations
Digital fashion is a promising application of the proposed system. For example, in a design process, it is possible to check previews of fur cloths prior to production by simulating 3D modeling and real-time animation with different external forces (as shown in Figure 11A and B). We can utilize these digital contents in a marketing area using a tabletop interface 13, 14 or a wall display. 15 As shown in Figure 11C , a user can have various experiences with natural interactions, such as touching, a wind simulation, and stroking down the fur. It may give an opportunity for customers to virtually try on a cloth before buying a real fur cloth.
Results and Experiments
We conducted fur rendering tests with several 3D models to test the performance of the proposed system, as described in Table 1 . Figure 12 shows various applications using the proposed method. In these examples, the textures are sampled in 16 layers. The experiment was conducted on a desktop PC with Core2 Quad CPU and nVIDIA GeForce 8800GTX. We compared the number of vertices of the proposed approach with Lengyel's research. 4 Table 2 shows that our proposed system reduces about 25% of the extra costs of the redundancy of memory space using the shared vertices architecture. If we compare this to straightforward dynamic fur simulation using 30 faces of Fin, our proposed system can reduce around 85% of the extra memory space.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm to enable real-time fur rendering using a unified architecture that consists of Shells and Fins. Users can manipulate and interact with fur in various simulations, such as through applying wind and through touching it. The results of these user interactions are applied to realtime animation. The proposed system can be used in various application areas, such as representation of 3D characters, designing fashion content, and marketing.
In future work, we will try to overcome and enhance current limitations of the proposed system. We plan to investigate a level of detailed techniques to further reduce the amount of data to be processed. The number of Fin faces determines the rendering performance for fur rendering; we can reduce the number of Fin faces, if a virtual character is located distant from the viewpoint. We can also reduce a memory space of faces using tessellation techniques on GPU. In the initial result, we could achieve around five times the speed. Using this speedy simulation, we will also develop more external simulations, such as wet simulation and grasping fur.
We also plan to develop an authoring tool for the proposed system. This will enable fashion designers to use the CAD system to automatically create fur textures. 
